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The paper focuses on the challenge of coding and interpreting the human resource disclosures. Treating disclosed signals as positive or negative depends on the implicit contextual
frames of reference. Such frames represent a combination of legitimate human resource
practices, processes, initiatives, values and beliefs. The research explores applicability of
human resource management systems, also known as work systems, within the confines of
such frames. Additional attention is paid to the reasons of variety in the human resource
disclosures and the rationale of preferring one work system over the other despite limited
freedom of choice among available standards. Through analysis of the content, extent and
quality of the employees-related disclosure by 18 top banks in Russia for the 2016 period,
the research discusses opportunities and barriers of work systems as the frames of reference
for HR disclosure. Research design relies on thematic and content analysis to compare existing standards with the ones proposed by the strategic human resource management literature.
Keywords: annual report, disclosure, discourse analysis, high-commitment work system,
high-involvement work system, high-performance work system, human resource management.
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Introduction
HR disclosures cover all revealed information
about employees, HR and HR management.
Interest in HR disclosures emerged in 1960s
within academic debates regarding HR ac
counting. This research stream attempts to
show value of human capital in the balance
sheet [Brummet, Flamholtz, Pyle, 1968]. For

instance, it raises the problem of how to treat
human capital: as a source of costs, as assets
or as liabilities. In the 1980s, HR disclosures
gained the attention of researchers with in
terest in intellectual capital reporting. This
research direction also attempted to quan
tify value of employees’ education, qualifica
tion, relevant competencies, knowledge and
entrepreneurial spirit [Guthrie, Petty, 2000].
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In 1990s, such attempts were criticized, con
sidering that not only human capital brings
value, but certain actions that align em
ployees’ behavior with the corporate strat
egy [Coff, 1997]. This stream highlighted
the problem of interpretation of disclosed
facts. For instance, the idea to use share
holders’ funds for social projects could be
highly criticized [Gelb, Stawser, 2001] or
highly welcomed as it leads to better finan
cial performance [Pava, Krausz, 1996].
The novel stream focused on disclosures
related purely to HR and HR management,
due to acknowledgment of its high strategic
role, especially for knowledge based indus
tries. “HR disclosure plays a significant role
in the determination of productivity, profit
ability and sustainability, while also forming
a basis for decision making in the manage
ment of a company” [Mishra, Mishra, 2017,
p. 9]. To date, the most widely applied meth
od for data analysis in HR disclosure stud
ies is regression modelling [Kumar, 2012;
Mishra, Mishra, 2017]. However, it narrows
the focus to the disclosure extent through
construction of the disclosure index. Such
tendency raises two general concerns. First
ly, similar to analysis of sustainability re
ports, it provokes exploration of proper
frames of reference for HR disclosure. For
example, such research direction compare
mandatory and voluntary disclosure, effect
of disclosure regulation on the credibility
of the disclosed data and consequent limita
tion of the regulated disclosure to firms
[Healy, Palepu, 2001]. Secondly, it provokes
exploration of alternative methods of HR
disclosure analysis, aiming to improve the
interpretation of existing data.
Traditionally, HR disclosures are per
ceived as part of the corporate disclosures,
and analyzed from the corporate governance
perspective [Petera, Wagner, 2017]. How
ever, current research selects an alternative
view — from the world disclosures perspec
tive [Kompridis, 1994]. Nevertheless, the
research accounts for a specificity of corpo
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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rate disclosures for minimizing bias in in
terpreting the variance in HR disclosure.
Demand for corporate disclosures arises
from an information asymmetry [Akerlof,
1978]. Corporate disclosures influence ex
ternal perceptions about firm’s activities
and success, increasing its value, improv
ing reputation and helping to achieve com
petitive advantages [Kent, Zunker, 2013;
Spence, 2002]. Credibility of the disclosed
information is enhanced by regulators, au
ditors, and existing standards [Healy, Pale
pu, 2001]. Significant regulations governing
corporate reporting predetermine the firm’s
disclosure strategies, thereby, limiting va
riety in HR disclosures too. As corporate
disclosures are especially critical for the
capital market, public joint-stock companies
usually face the most severe regulation. This
effect might diminish value of the informa
tion asymmetry, despite higher credibility
of the disclosed facts. At the same time, it
motivates exploration of solutions on how
to escape from such predetermination.
World disclosures focus on how actors
(managers) recognize, interpret and struc
ture relevant facts [Kompridis, 1994], fram
ing them into a meaningful output and re
latively stable meaning systems [Cornelis
sen, Werner, 2014]. Despite the seeming
freedom, world disclosures also face sig
nificant latent regulations. They are prede
termined by a legitimacy of the revealed
facts: how close they are to the audience’
self-interests, how well they pass their nor
mative approval and how easily they are
comprehensible [Suchman, 1995]. From this
perspective, HR disclosures are challenging
due to the discursiveness of the related con
cepts that often creates a barrier to inter
pretation of the reported signals as positive
or negative. Discursiveness relates to dis
course. Discourse is the interactive process
of conveying ideas, while ideas — are switch
es for interests, road maps, focal points;
narratives that shape understanding of facts,
intentions; frames of reference [Schmidt,
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2008]. It means that HR disclosures require
implicit contextual agreement on specific
frames of reference.
The goal of the current research is to
explore the work (HR management) systems
as aspirational frames of reference for HR
disclosure, which influence disclosure con
tent, extent and quality. Work system is
a systematic and integrating approach of
HR management toward the alignment of
the HR functions with the firm strategy
[Wei, Lau, 2010], aiming to facilitate cor
porate competitive advantage [Becker, Hu
selid, 2006]. The current research relies on
a widely accepted framework “HR Archi
tecture” by [Lepak, Snell, 1999] as a starting
point of analysis. Mixed-method design al
lows testing applicability of the rich quan
titative-based heritage of the work systemsrelated research, accounting for contex
tual nuances.
The novelty of the current paper lies in
a perception of the HR disclosures and the
work systems from the discourse-analytical
perspective, following the call to shift from
the widely used positivist [Harley, 2015] or
normative [Bratton, Gold, 2015] perspec
tives. Despite positivist trend to decontex
tualize HR management research, many scho
lars acknowledged ethnocentricity of the
work systems due to the unique role of the
context in understanding the meaning and
intentions behind the revealed facts [Boxall,
Macky, 2009; Child, Marinova, 2014]. The
current research analyzes the rationale be
hind preferring one frame of reference over
the other under conditions of high prede
termination of HR disclosures.
The current paper analyzes annual re
ports of large commercial banks in Russia
for the period 2016, shortly after a crisis,
when banks had to search for univocal sig
nals of success, differentiating them from
competitors, at the same time, resisting
volatility, uncertainty, complexity, ambigu
ity and strict rules for HR disclosures and
for HR management in general. The context

plays an illustrative role, showcasing the
method of differentiation from competitors,
despite limiting firms’ freedom of choice
among aspirational HR management stan
dards.
The first section of the paper reviews
discourse-analytical perspective on HR man
agement. The second section describes the
methodology of data collection and analysis.
The third section provides key results of
the analysis. The fourth section contains
conclusions and discussion, including im
plications and future research directions.

Making Sense of Human Resource
Disclosures
Voluntary disclosure
in the discourse-analytical research
The current paper reports findings of the
discourse-analytical research, focused on
frames of reference for HR disclosure. The
goal of the research is to test applicability
of the work systems in a role of such aspi
rational referent standards. The research
pays attention to the opportunities and bar
riers from their adoption and to reason be
hind preference of one system over another,
accounting for a limiting role of the context.
We follow epistemology of social con
structionism. It assumes that any concrete
text production and interpretation is based
on the specific discourse structures — fram
es for mental representation of realities and
opinions towards them [Van Dijk, 1993].
Voluntarily disclosed facts represent a hy
per-reality, which is a mixture of secret
routines and an aspirational ideology [Al
vesson, 2013]. Aspirational ideology is
a frame shaped by the dominant discourse
that latently influences socially shared
knowledge and opinions [Van Dijk, 1993]
and thus, the dominant discourse defines
legitimacy of the disclosed intentions. Fol
lowing a discourse-analytical perspective,
the current research explores variance in
such aspirational ideologies on three levels:
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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discursive — language used; contextual —
level of social conditions; and ideational —
shared values, beliefs and meanings [Al
vesson, 2013].
Discursive level. Different aspirational
HR referent standards represent specific
source of the linguistic patterns both help
ing and limiting firms in sharing their suc
cess [Alvesson, Sköldberg, 2017]. Thus,
analysis of the discursive level is a tool for
recognizing preference of the particular HR
referent standard.
Contextual level. The HR architecture
framework [Lepak, Snell, 1999] grounds
on the assumption that companies are selfdetermined in their choice. Conditions of
emerging markets could greatly undermine
this expectation due to idiosyncrasy of in
stitutions for developing markets [Rottig,
2016]. Thus, additional essential interest
of the research analyses how context causes
variability in HR disclosure, limiting firms’
self-determination in selecting suitable ref
erent aspirational HR standard.
Ideational level. The ideational level of
a discourse analysis assumes that compa
nies cannot manage employees directly,
they rather manage “the insides”: workers’
hopes, fears, aspirations [Deetz, 1995]. It
affects HR management philosophy that
shapes each work system and inspires spe
cific individual and organizational identity,
thus, reducing the range of decisions to
the choices compatible with it [Alvesson,
Willmont, 2002]. Referring to ideational
level is more beneficial due to its higher
stability over time and consentience across
different stakeholders [Inayatullah, 1998].
For a researcher, it means an interest to
exploring nuances, which is possible with
a small number of accounts [Alvesson, Sköld
berg, 2017]. Most studies on HR disclosure
strive to high sample, usually integrating
HR facts in the intellectual capital or cor
porate social reporting [Petera, Wagner,
2017], while neglecting the variance in the
content.
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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Methods for analysis of voluntary disclosure. The discourse-analytical research
of HR management has received increasing
attention in the literature [Heizmann, Fox,
2017; Keegan, Francis, 2010; Zanoni, Jans
sens, 2004]. These papers provide positive
illustration in combining the strategic HR
management and the institutional theory.
However, these researchers mostly focused
on oral discourse relying on the semi-struc
tured interviews, and foregrounding the
language of HR practitioners as a force
for change. To avoid biases associated with
the contextual level of disclosure, discourseanalytical researchers generally prefer rou
tinized sources of information rather than
those formed as a result of interaction
between the researchers and the partici
pants [Alvesson, Sköldberg, 2017]. Annual
report is an example of such routinized
source.
Analysis of the discursive, contextual and
ideation levels are suitable for the analysis
of the content of HR disclosure. There are
two additional, more widely spread points
of interest related to voluntary HR disclo
sure — its extent and quality.
The disclosure extent is the quantity of
the disclosed facts. The most widely used
method for it is a content analysis [Hackston,
Milne, 1996; Guthrie et al., 2004]. This
method analyses disclosed facts systemati
cally, objectively and reliably by codifying
revealed HR information into pre-defined
categories to derive patterns [Guthrie et
al., 2004]. However, studies vary in coding
unit of analysis, selecting sentences, words,
paragraphs or portion of pages. Words have
little meaning without a context, while sen
tences, paragraphs or portions of pages might
consist of several distinct facts [Milne, Ad
ler, 1999].
Quality of disclosure is achieved by sup
porting facts with narration and monetary
or actual physical quantities. It increases
transparency and credibility of the disclosed
facts. The most widely used method for
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analysis of the HR disclosure quality is dis
closure index [Beattie, McInnes, Fearnley,
2004; Davey, Schneider, Davey, 2009]. It
was designed to measure series of items
(themes), giving a contextual surrogate
score. Disclosure index usually refers to
a six-point scale (from 0 to 5). Five scores
are assigned if at least one disclosed fact in
the predefined sub-category is supported by
the monetary or actual physical quantities
mentioned along with the narrative state
ments. The lowest, zero score, is used for
non-disclosure. When banks mention only
quantitative information, the score is four;
when banks illustrate facts only narrative
ly, the score is three; when the disclosure
is obscure, the score is two; when the bank
asserts that a disclosed fact is immaterial
to organization, the score is one. Review of
the previous research reveals several studies,
which applied similar method [Schneider,
Samkin, 2008; Yi, Davey, 2010]. However,
most of them focused on the intellectual
capital, including general HR-related facts.
Researchers did not distinguish between
various work systems, measuring only the
willingness to disclose information volun
tarily. Another perspective aimed at analyz
ing effects caused by the disclosure of dif
ferent facts, including HR disclosure [Ma
riappanadar, Kairouz, 2017]. An alternative
stream of research followed deductive logic,
analyzing HR facts as part of the firms’
sustainability programs, meaning having
particular aspirational framework as a sin
gle referent standard for the whole sample
[Ehnert et al., 2016]. This framework is
known as “sustainable HR management”,
guided by the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) reporting guidelines. It means nar
rowing the focus mostly to labor practices
and human rights, neglecting other HRrelated elements and possible alternative
aspirational work systems.
In summary, the current research refers
to discursive, contextual and ideational lev
els of the written discourse in order to rec
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ognize latent frames of reference, based on
the content of HR disclosure. Analysis of
the quality and extent of HR disclosure aim
to diminish bias of attribution. Reference
to existing HR management systems, also
known as work systems aim to ease the task
of attribution of actual latent frames of
reference.
Work systems as aspirational referent
standards for HR disclosure
Work system is a systematic and integrated
approach of HR management toward the
alignment of the related functions with the
firm strategy [Wei, Lau, 2010] aiming to
facilitate corporate competitive advantage
[Becker, Huselid, 2006]. Each work system
contains such elements as HR management
philosophies, policies, practices and pro
cesses [Beer, Boselie, Brewster, 2015]. The
interrelationship of these elements are usu
ally analysed with other elements: organi
zational system, the multiple players who
enact a work system, and the multiple stake
holders who evaluate the organization’s ef
fectiveness and determine its resilience [Jack
son, Schuler, Jiang, 2014].
Most of the current knowledge regard
ing work systems was gained as a result
of positivist quantitative approach. While
analyzing work systems, researchers usu
ally ask a manager to mark the presence of
certain HR management practices in their
organizations. They assess the extent to
which these elements emphasize high pro
ductivity, high commitment, or high in
volvement, and thus define presence of
a corresponding work system [Jackson,
Schuler, Jiang, 2014]. Such attitude as
sumes that the more specific practices are
involved, the better chance they have at
success. Such universalistic reference to
HR practices was criticized for ignoring
interdependence of different elements in
HR management [Demortier, Delobbe, El
Akremi, 2014]. Shift of attention from the
list of practices to the discourse structures
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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suggests solutions for this critique. Thus,
the current research applies more holistic
approach by considering additional implic
it components of the work systems. It helps
to decrease bias of attribution.
Discursive level of analysis is the most
diverse. For example, there is no consensus
regarding exact amount and content of work
systems, and their titles are often used in
terchangeably [Chang et al., 2014]. The
current research relies on the differentia
tion suggested by [Lepak, Snell, 1999] as
a starting point of analysis. These authors
grouped various standards according to the
strategic value and uniqueness of human
resources possessed by employees. Dimen
sions “value” and “uniqueness” formed a
matrix of four groups of employees associ
ated with a particular HR standard, three
of which are of higher interest for the dis
closure. High level of strategic value and
uniqueness suits high-commitment work
system (HCWS). It relies on development
of employees’ competencies and employees’
empowerment [Lepak, Snell, 2002]. High
level of uniqueness, but low level of the
strategic value suggest high-involvement
work system (HIWS). It focuses on group
incentives, cross-functional teams and re
tention of relationship rather than invest
ment in human resources [Lepak, Snell,
2002]. High level of strategic value and
low uniqueness imply high-performance work
system (HPWS). It focuses on immediate
performance and arranging standardized
jobs [Tsui et al., 1995].
The current paper reports findings of
the second step of the bigger research aim
ing to explore key aspirational referent
standards and reasons for favoring one
standard over the another. Prior theoreti
cal review of the work systems in AngloSaxon countries [Bordunos, Kosheleva,
2018] allowed reconstructing patterns for
differentiating known referent standards,
based on the ideational level of analysis
(Table 1).
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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Cooke also warns that “existing research
of HR management has been mainly con
ducted in developed countries or applying
a western research topic to a nonwestern
country with preconceived research ques
tion and theoretical framework that are
insensitive to local context and history”
[Cooke, 2018, p. 9]. The proposed study at
tempts to contribute to literature on the
strategic HR management by clarifying
contextual specificity of key aspirational
referent standards.
Reasons for variety
of the HR disclosure
Variety in HR disclosure means difference
in the content, extent and quality of the
disclosure. [Petera, Wagner, 2017] suggest
ed three contextual reasons for variety:
1) company size, due to higher pressure of
stakeholders and regulating authorities on
large companies, and because large com
panies face lower costs of production for
such report; 2) governmental ownership,
due to reputational concerns related to high
er agency costs and weaker governance; or
serving a benchmark; 3) placing securities
on the stock exchange, due to additional
regulation, higher interest of investors and
media.
According to strategic HR management
perspective, the content of HR disclosure
depends on the firm’s strategy. Institution
al theory, particularly signaling theory
[Spence, 2002], added that managers have
superior information than the outside stake
holders on companies’ future performance,
so managers can improve the quality of their
reporting and voluntarily providing addi
tional information [Connelly et al., 2011;
Healy, Palepu, 2001]. This view suggests
that the dominant reason for HR disclosure
is to diminish information asymmetry in
fluencing external perceptions about the
firm’s activities and success, increasing
firms’ value, as well as improving its repu
tation [Kent, Zunker, 2013; Spence, 2002].
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Table 1
Review of the ideational level of the work systems
Patterns relevant for the discourse analysis
Category

High-performance
work system

1. Business
Planning &
Continuous
Improvement
(BP&CI)
2. Effective
Communication &
People Engagement
(EC&PE)
3. Leadership &
People Management
(L&PM)

Key strategic re
source — financial: em
ployees are viewed as
a cost to minimize

Focus on a short-term
operating efficiency,
employees’ productivity,
avoiding assets’ speci
ficity
4. Learning &
Neglecting employees’
Development (L&D) needs in autonomy,
competency and related
ness

Focus on long-term efficien
cy, developing valuable and
rare human capital; encour
aging employees to identify
with organizational goals
Provide opportunities based
on employees' needs

5. Human Resource
Policies &
Employee
Wellbeing
(HRP&EW)

Importance of the role
clarity, culture of per
formance with clear job
responsibilities

Interest in protection of hu
man capital investments;
employees’ aptitude has
higher importance than
achievements

High-commitment
work system

Key strategic resource —
cultural capital: learning
and costly-to-copy inputs are
the key enablers of a firm’s
performance
Limiting direct commu Communication as a building
nication between de
block of knowledge sharing
partments or functions

High-involvement
work system

Key strategic resource —
social capital: providing
consistently engaging expe
riences, engaging people in
to a product advancement
Value of employee involve
ment, bottom-up innova
tion, creative and entrepre
neurial spirit
Focus on resilience. Value
change competency within
operations, internal and ex
ternal co-operation, creativ
ity
Firms invest not as much
in human capital develop
ment, as in employee rela
tions in order to form pro
fessional networks
Value of flexibility, agility,
proactivity, and quality

S o u r c e : adapted from [Bordunos, Kosheleva, 2016; 2018; Kosheleva, Bordunos, 2018]; structured accord
ing to [Excellence through people, 2017].

However, voluntary disclosure is always a po
tential threat to the company’s competitive
advantage, as competitors might utilize
gained information for their own perfection
[Williams, 2001]. This threat is not valid
for firms that follow a sustainability-driven
approach [Prahalad, Hamel, 2000] suitable
for high-commitment work system. Firms
which adopted this work system as frame
of reference usually increase density and
quality of the disclosure, without being
afraid that competitors might imitate the
proposed actions. Their human resources
are not only valuable, but also rare, imper
fectly imitable and non-substitutable [Bar
ney, 1991]. Thus, companies adopting highcommitment work system might show high

er quality and extent of the HR disclosure
compared to companies favoring the other
work systems.
An additional reason for a better level of
disclosure is referring to less legitimate
referent frames. Disclosed facts should have
certain meaning to stakeholders, being an
unequivocal signal of success or failure in
a particular context [Suchman, 1995]. In
case firms follow less legitimate options,
they have to explain additionally the nature
and the attractiveness of the disclosed ini
tiatives, in order to provide information
about the intentions behind them [Stiglitz,
2000]. In Russian context, the dominant
discourse suggests legitimacy of high-per
formance work system, restricting adoption
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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of the high-commitment work system and
high-involvement work system [Bordunos,
Kosheleva, 2018]. Thus, companies that adopt
high-involvement work system might show
higher quality and extent of the HR disclo
sure than companies favoring high-perfor
mance work system.
Legitimacy theory [Suchman, 1995] as
sumes that companies disclose information
as a reaction to expectations of the institu
tional environment: certain political, eco
nomic, social, and environmental factors.
If companies disclose facts to legitimize
their actions [Bitektine, Haack, 2015], they
mainly exhibit implementation of certain
institutional rules and recommendations
[Kotonen, 2009]. Such facts usually do not
differ from the competitors within the in
dustry. In this way legitimacy decreases the
value of HR disclosure due to the similar
ity in the quality, extent and content of the
disclosure.
Asymmetry of information, on the con
trary, increases value of HR disclosure, due
to the difference in the quality, extent and
content of the disclosure. Managers volun
tarily can share certain facts about compa
nies’ current and future performance [Hea
ly, Palepu, 2001] to improve the perception
of their reputation, prestige and ability to
earn positive cash flows in the future [Con
nelly et al., 2011]. In this case, their HRdisclosure should significantly differ from
their competitors’ [Deegan, 2002; Elitzur,
Gavious, 2003; Stiglots, 2000].
In summary, not only content, but also
quality and extent of HR disclosure help
differentiating among frames of reference.
Analysis of these apsects also reveals bar
riers and opportunities for preference one
work system over another and explain the
contextual reasons for variety in HR disclo
sure. The research intentionally refers to
several categories and sub-categories of HR
patterns in order to explore which of them
are more helpful in a differentiation from
competitors.
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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Preference of work systems by banks in
Russia
In 2016, banks in Russia had potential in
terest in all three work systems.
Most existing requirements and recom
mendations of the Central Bank of Russia,
the Financial Stability Board and the Federal
Law motivated the disclosure of applying
high-performance work system patterns.
Here are some examples of such require
ments: interest in short-term outcomes, the
productivity-based assessment and the re
muneration system, limited autonomy and
control of information distribution. In 2016,
authorized representatives of the Central
Bank of Russia carried out the total of 585 in
spections of commercial banks and their
branches, using risk-based approaches to
organize inspections. Requirements of the
Central Bank of Russia were affected by the
Regulatory Consistency Assessment Program
maintaining conformity of banking regula
tion in the Russian Federation to the Ba
sel II, Basel 2.5, and Basel III standards1;
as well as the Financial Sector Assessment
Program of the International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank. These regulations, along
with the Federal Law, affected both actual
and disclosed preferences of work systems
by banks and their performance, legitimizing
high-performance work system.
On the other hand, 1999 banks worldwide
were inspired by the Global Reporting Ini
tiative (GRI) — the most known framework
for the voluntary disclosure of social firms’
performance. [Brown, De Jong and Lessi
drenska, 2009] noticed that firms seriously
relying on this framework, had to invest
considerable resources in report production
and external verification, motivated by its
transforming experience. Thus, they will
1
“The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(BCBS) is the primary global standard setter for the
prudential regulation of banks and provides a forum
for regular cooperation on banking supervisory mat
ters” — https://www.bis.org/bcbs/index.htm (ac
cessed: 25.09.2019).
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ingly routinized it as a standardized internal
practice. Institualization of the GRI report
ing inspired shift to the sustainable develop
ment, associated with the high-commitment
work system [Bordunos, Kosheleva, 2016].
However, emerging markets usually face
weak institutions of corporate governance
that create barriers to proper monitoring
[Okhmatovskiy, 2005]. In such situations,
the role of banks is reflected in their posi
tion in inter-organizational networks, in
tensified by affiliation with particular busi
ness groups, invitation to boards of directors
or on management positions representatives
of important business-partners, govern
ments, and shareholders [Okhmatovskiy,
2005]. These facts highlight the importance
of social capital, suitable for high-involve
ment work system [Bordunos, Kosheleva,
2016]. Furthermore, the growing role of tech
nology, adjustments in government regula
tions, industry consolidation, financial in
novation and securitization [Wilson et al.,
2010] intensify favoring dynamic capabili
ties concept that requires high-involvement
work system. However, such standard re
quires specific management style: high lev
el of autonomy, coaching, and certain team
climate [Xanthopoulou et al., 2009]. These
practices might be criticized in Russia, re
quiring additional disclosure of intentions
behind them.

Research Methodology
In this research we analyzed HR disclosure
using three methods. We started with the
matic analysis on a latent level for a quali
tative interpretation of the content. There
after, the content analysis for defining
quantitative difference in extent of the HR
disclosure was conducted. Finally, we as
sessed the quality of HR disclosure and
compared different work systems based on
this indicator. The aim of this first step was
to reveal actual latent referent frames for
HR disclosure. Thereafter, all observations
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were distributed into several groups accord
ing to the revealed preferences. The second
step included visual analysis of the differ
ence in patterns along with the role of the
context. Both steps included comparing
of the revealed patterns with the existing
theoretical expectations, associated with
the widely spread work systems (Table 1).
They helped to explore the HR management
(work) systems as aspirational frames of ref
erence for HR disclosure, which influence
content, extent and quality of HR disclosure.
Data source
The main source of data in this research
are annual voluntary management reports
for the 2016 year, published by the select
ed 18 large commercial banks operating in
Russia. Banks tend to accelerate in volun
tary management reports key information
from other sources for disclosure, including
financial reports and reports of the sustain
able development, considering it as an im
portant medium, through which managers
commonly signal what is important [Guth
rie, Petty, 2000]. Thus, the research omit
ted the observation financial reports and
reports of the sustainable development.
Another reason for their exclusion is high
er specificity and predetermination of their
content. The research refers to the reports
published by the Interfax Center of Dis
closure and banks’ corporate web sites.
Findings supplement observations from an
nual reports of the Central Bank of Russia
on banking development and supervision,
and from rankings published by banki.ru.
The research focuses on large commercial
banks, because of their better transparency,
higher variety within the industry and di
versity of stakeholders dealing with them.
Crucial role of banks in the economic suc
cess of a country, highly turbulent environ
ment that intensifies a need to enhance
competitive advantage and demonstrate or
ganizational health raised an additional in
terest to this sector.
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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Table 2
Characteristics of the sample
#

Size rank

1

1

Russian

Ownership

Moscow

Region

2

3

Russian

3

12

Russian

4

15

5

35

6
7
8

ROA

ROE

2.25

18.24

Moscow

2.1

17.46

Moscow

2.94

33.52

Russian

St. Petersburg

0.62   5.96

Russian

Moscow

0.5

47

Russian

Moscow

5

Russian

Moscow

7

Russian indirect (Luxemburg) Moscow

  4.38

–5.74 –34.75
0.47

  6.02

0.22   1.51

9

44

Russian indirect (Cyprus)

Moscow

5.41

10

67

Multiple countries

Rostov

0.78   6.62

34.95

11

6

Russian

Moscow

0.03   0.23

12

19

Russian

Kostroma

3.29

13

33

Russian

Moscow

–3.46 –31.38

14

34

Russian

Moscow

0.14   1.17

15

40

Russian

Moscow

16

51

Hungarian

Moscow

–0.59

36.02

–4.84

0.71   3.98

17

88

Italian

Moscow

–1.35

–7.49

18

94

Russian

Moscow

2.56

21.29

Role of the context
An essential motivation of the current re
search is to observe the role of the context
in the work system preferences influencing
extent, quality and content of the disclosure.
To explain the variance, the research focus
es on size (position in a rank by assets gross),
government ownership, placing securities on
the stock exchange (public joing stock com
pany, PJSC) and legitimacy of referent frame.
Additionally, the research relies on such per
formance measurements as ROA and ROE
(by 01.01.2017), as the most widely dis
closed metric in voluntary management re
ports. We also considered other institution
al factors associated with banks’ head office
location. Table 2 summarizes information
related to the sample.
Company sample
The initial research sample comprised of
100 largest banks, according to assets-based
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)

rank: the lowest level of assets was above
P
–150 billion2 (above €780 thousand). There
are several reasons for this selection. First
ly, more stakeholders are interested in their
success. Thus, these banks are more likely
to be proactive in disclosing their HR facts
voluntarily, owing to their visibility [Guth
rie, Petty, Ricceri, 2006]. Additional rea
son is an assumption that the bigger the
bank, the higher is reliability of its an
nual report due to more attention from the
regulating authorities and due to availabil
ity of resources required to collect corre
spondig data [Brown, De Jong, Lessidren
ska, 2009].
According to the Central Bank of Russia,
by the end of 2016, there were 975 regis
tered banks, 623 of which were in operation.
2

Here and later the currency exchange rate is
accurate for 01.01.2017, according to the Central
Bank of Russia.
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Despite registration of new 110 banks, there
was a shrink of banks amount by 15% due
to ongoing process of “purging the system
of unscrupulous and unstable banks” for an
increase of banks’ transparency; reducing
the cost; ensuring overall stability of the
banking system [Banking Supervision Re
port..., 2016, p. 13]. In 2016, 14 banks ter
minated their activity as a result of reorga
nization through merger or transformation,
351 banks’ licenses were cancelled, and
banks started process of liquidation, most
ly due to insolvency (288 banks), and also
due to forced liquidation (37 banks). In un
derstanding banking share concentration,
the Central Bank of Russia refers to the
share of the largest 200 commercial banks
by assets — 98.0%; and to the relative share
of the top five banks — 55.3%. 13 banks
had equity capital of over P
–100 billion
(€1560 millions), 96 banks — over P
–10 bil
lion (above €155 millions), 312 banks —
over P
–1 billion (€16 millions), accounting
for 98.7% of Russian banks’ capital.
Thus, initial sample covers big share of
the market. However, in the year 2016,
only 18 banks out of 100 added to annual
reports voluntarily disclosed information.
This differs significantly from the previous
years, when almost all banks published the
annual management reports. The first rea
son of such change is the processes of merg
ers and acquisitions, when a group of banks
submits one annual report for the whole
group, while assets-based ranking accounts
for each bank separately. The second reason
is that some banks use title “annual report”
for a joint presentation of financial and
accounting results, including only those
required for disclosure facts. Such reports
were not taken into consideration. The
third reason is a necessity to invest con
siderable resources in a report production
and an external verification, so only the
most motivated by its transforming expe
rience banks usually provided voluntary
reports in 2016 contrary to more stable
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2012, when each bank was interested in
such disclosure [Bord un os, Kosheleva,
2015]. The final sample size is more ben
eficial for a discourse-analytical research,
as it allows better exploration of variance,
instead of commonalities, on three levels —
language used, social conditions and shared
beliefs [Alvesson, Sköldberg, 2017]. How
ever, findings could not be applicable for
the whole industry — they serve illustra
tive purposes, providing best cases to fol
low in the particular context. For some
ethical reasons, we do not disclose banks’
titles, but refer to them by the number
(Table 2).
Data analysis
Thematic analysis on a latent level was a
key method for the qualitative analysis of
the content in the current research [Bra
un, Clarke, 2006]. The research referred
to a predefined list of themes, grouped
into five categories (Table 1). The catego
ries were too broad, thus, each category
was additionally divided into two sub-cat
egories (Table 3).
The current study referred to content
analysis for exploring extent of HR disclo
sure, adverting to the groups of patterns
presented in the Table 2. However, the cod
ing unit of analysis was each single fact,
rather than sentence, words, paragraphs or
portion of pages. The main priority was cod
ing for meaning, rather than looking for
exact phrases [Milne, Adler, 1999].
Disclosure index was adopted to analyze
the quality of HR disclosure. Similarly to
the content analysis, the current research
instead of scoring each fact or sentence,
scored the whole sub-category, due to dif
ferent length of the sentences and dispers
ing similar facts across the whole report.
It helped in avoiding mentioned bias com
mon for the content analysis, while counting
similar facts as different units.
Here is an example of statements’ scores,
using annual report for 2016 of bank 1:
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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Table 3
Framework for content analysis of HR disclosure
Category

Sub-category

Theme

1. Business
Planning &
Continuous
Improvement

1.1. Corporate strategy: referring in corporate
strategy, results and plans to employees.
1.2. HR management strategy: HR manage
ment strategy’s alignment with corporate
strategy, plans.

1.1. Mentioning employees in vision,
performance in the past year, future
plans, e. g. optimization, unification,
centralization.
1.2. Personnel structure. Corporate
culture. HR brand.

2. Effective
Communication
& People
Engagement

2.1. Internal communication: communication
policy and mechanisms how groups of employ
ees are informed.
2.2. Employee engagement: support for employ
ee engagement.

2.1. Employee attitude and opinion
surveys, communication channels and
limitations.
2.2. Problem solving groups, employ
ees’ innovativeness, LEAN, internal
audit, personal risk management.

3. Leadership & 3.1. Talent management: leadership develop
People
ment system, talent management and succes
Management
sion planning systems.
3.2. Motivation: performance appraisal, objec
tive setting and recognition, motivation.

3.1. Career plans, competencies,
talent pool, professional standards,
appointments of executives, awarding
leaders, employees’ assessment, and
recruitment.
3.2. Motivation, remuneration
system, payroll fund, staff turnover.

4. Learning &
Development

4.1. Internships and induction: firm provides
induction and guidance for newees and interns.
4.2. Training and development: organization
has learning policy.

4.1. Induction, onboarding, intern
ships, cooperation with universities.
4.2. Training and development
priorities, course providers, sched
ules, overall costs, topics for learn
ing, level of education.

5. Human
Resource
Policies &
Employee
Wellbeing

5.1. HR management system: appropriate HR
management policies and procedures are in
place to support all aspects of the business.
5.2. CSR & Employee wellbeing: Strategies
supporting employee wellbeing; providing ease
of access for employees, visitors and job
applicants who have disabilities; corporate
social responsiblity policy.

5.1. Referring to HR management
policies, mention employees referring
to risks.
5.2. Health, leisure, corporate
volunteering, equal treatment,
inclusiveness, corporate social
responsiblity priorities.

S o u r c e : based on [Excellence through people, 2017].

“(Bank 1) actively encourages employees’
innovativeness (fact 1): in 2016 more than
100 thousand employees (fact 2) provided
above 30 thousand ideas (fact 3), 13 thou
sand of which were implemented (fact 4).
The economic effect was above 4 billion
rubles (fact 5)”.

From the perspective of HR disclosure
extent, the statement contained five facts
for the category “2. Effective Communication
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)

& People Engagement”. In terms of HR dis
closure quality, one statement was narrative,
three statements were physical quantities,
one statement was monetary. Thus, five
scores were assigned to the sub-category
“2.2. Support for employee engagement”, as
monetary, actual physical quantities and
narrative statements were made. For the
thematic analysis, this statement was not
informative.
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Figure 1. Distribution of banks according to the extent and quality of HR disclosure

Results
Grouping banks based on disclosed work
systems
In the first step of analysis we revealed four
groups of banks distinct from each other in
terms of HR disclosure. All banks showed
evidence of high-performance work system.
Thus, the research focused only on the dif
ference between the groups, separating sig
nals of one work system from the others.
The first group consisted of eight obser
vations (banks 11–18), for which this work
system was the only revealed aspirational
standard. The second group formed five
observations (banks 2–6), which addition
ally to high-performance work system fa
vored high-commitment work system. The
third group consisted of four observations
(banks 7–10), which in addition to highperformance work system showed evidence
of the high-involvement work system. Only

one bank (bank 1) showed evidence of all
three work systems.
Figure 1 represents distribution of banks
according to the content of HR disclosure.
Additional analyses of the disclosure extent
and quality revealed additional patterns that
help in differentiating work systems. All
banks favoring high-performance work sys
tem showed lower level of HR disclosure
quality and extent. Bank 11 was the only
exception. However, it is national bank,
similarly to Bank 1, it shows much higher
level of quality and quantity of the disclosure
than other banks of the same group. Banks
favoring high-involvement work system
showed mixed patterns.
Content analysis also helped to explore
contextual predetermination of the choice
of work systems. For example, it revealed
that group of banks that favor high-com
mitment work system was formed only by
Russian banks.
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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Variance in content of HR disclosure
General overview. The discourse analysis
showed full match of the disclosed facts with
the expected patterns illustrated in Table 1.
Thematic analysis showed that “2. Effective
Communication & People Engagement” was
the least sophisticated by the institutional
environment category, providing freedom for
differentiation. However, this category lacked
legitimacy [Suchman, 1995], leading to the
difference in understanding and measuring
key aspects of the related HR management
initiatives and a need to explain correspond
ing intentions. Facts in the categories
“3. Leadership & People Management” and
“4. Learning & Development” were the most
similar, due to strict regulations of these ar
eas. Figure 1 summarized distribution of ob
servations into three groups after this step.
Discursive level. Gained observations en
abled better insight into commonly shared
meaning of HR-related concepts within each
group. For example, high-performance work
system-oriented companies referred to em
ployees as “staff”, considering that employ
ees perform individually in accordance with
existing standards, bearing different kinds
of threats. high-commitment work systemoriented companies referred to employees
as “personnel” calling them one of the main
resources and bearers of the competitive
advantages, differentiating the most valu
able of them. High-involvement work sys
tem-oriented companies referred to employ
ees as part of the whole system, “team” or
“partners”, whose performance depended on
general corporate strategy. Nevertheless,
banks favoring high-performance work sys
tem strive to mimic high-commitment work
system (banks 11, 17) by intensifying ex
tent, quality or using different words than
expected by the actual work system. Banks
favoring high-involvement work system
strive to mimic high-performance work sys
tem (bank 9).
Contextual level. Banks, which favored
only high-performance work system were
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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very similar in the HR content. Explaining
the disclosed intentions, they often referred
to existing requirements. Banks, which fa
vored high-commitment work system in ad
dition to high-performance work system,
added more visuals to the reports: figures,
graphs, tables and pictures of people. Contr
ary to the previous group, they explained
their intentions referring to the own code
of corporate conduct, code of ethics or cor
porate social responsibility policy. Banks
favoring high-involvement work system ex
plicitly expressed opinion that despite own
interest in optimizing operational perfor
mance, more valuable results could be gained
only through business development, explor
ing new possibilities and negotiating new
deals (bank 9). While banks from the previ
ous two groups mentioned standardization,
these banks valued universalization of em
ployees (banks 8, 10).
Bank 1 differed in the extent, quality
and content of disclosure. It stated that its
report corresponded to the requests, prin
ciples and recommendations of the Central
Bank of Russia, and the Corporate Gover
nance Code; to the requirements of the List
ing Rules of Moscow, London and Frankfurt
Stock Exchanges; to principles of corporate
governance for G20/OECD; to interna
tional standards of conduct and principles
enshrined in international standards in
the field of corporate social responsibility
and sustainable development: ISO 26000,
AA1000, as well as disclosure standards
developed by the GRI group. Nevertheless,
its report provided better examples of highinvolvement work system than other banks
in the third group. Thus, the mentioned
requirements seem not to be the reason for
similarity across reports, raising the ques
tion, if legitimacy is a cause or excuse for
similarity in HR disclosure.
The analysis revealed four main aspects
specific for the context. There was a lim
ited freedom of choice due to high level of
institutional saturation for high-perfor
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mance work system, institutional gaps for
high-involvement work system, and limiting
accessibility of resources required for highcommitment work system. Banks had to
combine work systems if they were not sat
isfied with high-performance work system,
providing evidence of hybridization. There
was a high interest in corporate volunteer
ing and employees’ wellbeing, which was
perceived by different banks as part of em
ployees’ engagement, internal communica
tion, part of motivation system or part of
responsibility in HR managers’ job descrip
tion. According to the disclosed facts, na
tional HR managers were heavily loaded with
tasks related to managing corporate holidays
for employees, their families and communi
ties. Measuring success in HR management
was mostly oriented on the process and was
not generalizable or comparable across the
sample, but only to previous years. This was
a new trend, as in the earlier reports, banks
applied widely spread methodology for mea
suring employees’ involvement and in most
cases, referred to national HR awards, eas
ing comparison of banks’ success in HR
management across the sample.
Ideational level. Preference of a particu
lar referent system caused significant dif
ference in the content of HR disclosure. For
example, banks favoring high-commitment
work system focused more attention on em
ployees’ career plans and leadership manage
ment system than to training and develop
ment, more common for high-performance
work system. Banks favoring high-involve
ment work systems often treated employees
as part of their corporate strategy, while
banks favoring high-performance work sys
tem mostly categorized employees under
human resource policies.
Difference in ideology influenced the in
terpretation of the disclosure facts. For
instance, in the category “1. Business Plan
ning & Continuous Improvement”, banks
favoring high-performance work system
shared information regarding improvement
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of the operational efficiency, which often
meant decreasing personnel quantity and
consequent decrease in the wage fund. Banks
shared how they fired worse performing em
ployees; centralized, automated, unified job
functions; normalized number of personnel
across branches in the organizational chart.
Among numerical facts, banks often report
ed total amount of employees, corresponding
expenses, often mentioned different staff
categories (employees by region, by age, by
gender, etc.).
Banks favoring high-commitment work
system in the same category referred to their
core competency which provided their sus
tainable development, highlighting the role
of employees in it. However, employees’ role
was mentioned rather in general terms:
“Personnel of bank 4 is highly qualified and
is one of the main resources with competi
tive advantages”. Disclosed plans of these
banks included much more details about
employees, compared to banks favoring highperformance work system. These banks also
shared their interest in building a HR brand
(banks 2, 3) and distinguished key personnel
(banks 6, 17).
Banks favoring high-involvement work
system highlighted expectation of high selfefficacy of employees: “The group strives
for all employees to be worthy individuals
(bank 1) in their interaction with customers,
to be leaders regardless of their positions
and to be responsible for themselves and
their work” (from the report of bank 1).
These banks stressed on continuous improve
ment. They shared initiating departments,
which unite employees with different profes
sional background. They also considered
their own adaptability to market requests
as own strength, and called its employees
like-minded people with similar attitude to
customers and common priorities in their
work. Similar difference in the content of
the HR disclosure was evident in all catego
ries, fully matching theoretically predeter
mined patterns.
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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In summary, Table 1 provided useful pat
terns for differentiating between aspira
tional referent systems, it helped interpret
ing signals of success, despite high contex
tual specificity and discursiveness of related
concepts.
Variance in extent of HR disclosure
Table 4 and Figure 2 illustrate difference
in extent of HR disclosure among groups,
while Figure 3 illustrates variance in ex
tent of HR disclosure for each bank sepa
rately.
On average banks favoring high-commit
ment work system were indeed the most
transparent, while banks favoring only highperformance work system disclosed the least
amount of HR-related facts, especially nonrussian banks (banks 15–17). However,
there was high variance in groups and in
categories. Banks favoring high-perfor
mance work system shared more facts in
the third category “3. Learning and People
Management” (29%). Banks that favored
additionally high-involvement work system
were more transparent regarding “1. Busines
Planning and Continuous Improvement”
(30%), while banks that adopted frame of
high-commitment work system disclosed
more facts about “4. Learning and Develop
ment” (28%). These findings highlighted
difference in preferences, caused by frames
of reference. The least transparent category
for all groups became “2. Effective Commu
nication & People Engagement”.
We omitted bank 1 from the observation
for its exceptional transperency. One of the
reason for such results could be government
ownership. Bank 11 possessed similar char
acteristic and also significantly differed in
its group in extent of HR disclosure.
Bank 4 showed exceptionally low extent
of HR disclosure in compared to other banks
in its group. The reason of such difference
might lay in location of the head office out
side of Moscow and Moscow Region. How
ever, this reason was not valid for banks
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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from the other groups (banks 10, 12), which,
on the contrary, showed better level of trans
parency. Type of business entity provided
good explanation of lower results of jointstock companies (banks 4, 8, 9, 11, 16,17)
compared to PJSC in all categories but
“2. Effective Communication & People En
gagement”.
After accounting for contextual predeter
mination of HR disclosure, we revealed only
two categories that predetermined difference
between groups: “1. Business Planning &
Continuous Improvement” and “4. Learning
& Development”. Category “2. Effective Com
munication & People Engagement” provided
banks with freedom for differentiation from
competitors disregarding preference in frames
of reference. The rest categories were high
ly predetermined by the institutional require
ments: “3. Leadership & People Management”
and “5. Human Resource Policies & Employee
Wellbeing”.
Variance in quality of HR disclosure
Table 5 provides descriptive statistics for
HR disclosure quality, while Figure 4 il
lustrates quality of HR disclosure for each
category and sub-category.
Disclosure quality of the banks favoring
high-commitment work system was expect
edly higher. Unexpectedly, quality of HR
disclosure among banks that favor high-per
formance work system was lower than among
banks that favor high-involvement work sys
tem only in two categories out of five, “1. Bu
siness Planning & Continuous Improvement”
and “4. Learning and Development”. Adopters
of high-performance work system also gained
exceptionally high scores for “3.1. Talent
management” due to information about per
formance assessment and leaders of the
banks; and for “5.1. HRM system”, due to
facts related to threats. These examples il
lustrated how striving to legitimacy dimin
ishes difference between groups.
The most top scores gained four subcategories “1.1. Corporate strategy” and
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Table 4
Descriptive statistics of HR disclosure extent
1. Business
2. Effective
5. Human Resource
3. Leadership
HR
Planning & Communication
4. Learning &
Policies &
& People
disclosure
Continuous
& People
Development
Employee
Management
extent total
Improvement
Engagement
Wellbeing

Mean
Standard
deviation
Median
Sum
Min
Max

10.71
7.72

4.06
3.77

16.18
11.41

13.41
10.62

14.53
12.50

58.88
34.04

8.00
182
1
31

3.00
69
0
12

15.00
275
1
39

10.00
228
2
37

9.00
247
0
39

51.00
1001
10
116

12.50

5. HRP&EW
4. L&D

9.00

3. L&PM

13.38

2. EC&PE

4.13

1. BP&CI

6.25
5

0

15
10
High-performance work system
18.2

5. HRP&EW
4. L&D

24.0

3. L&PM

23.0

2. EC&PE

5.2

1. BP&CI

13.0
5

0

15
20
25
10
High-commitment work system & high-performance work system
14.00

5. HRP&EW
4. L&D

9.00

3. L&PM

13.25

2. EC&PE

2.50

1. BP&CI

16.75
0

5
15
20
10
High-involvement work system & high-performance work system

Figure 2. HR disclosure extent (means by groups)
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Figure 3. HR disclosure extent (by banks)
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Table 5
Descriptive statistics of HR disclosure quality
1. Business Planning
2. Effective
3. Leadership
4. Learning &
& Continuous
Communication &
& People
Development
Improvement
People Engagement Management

5. Human Resource
Policies & Employee
Wellbeing

Mean

3.82

1.88

3.85

3.00

3.06

Standard
deviation

0.93

1.15

1.01

1.25

1.24

Median

4

2

4

3

3

Sum

65

32

66

51

52

Min

2

0

2

1

1

Max

5

4

5

5

5

“1.2. HRM strategy”, because of the disclosed
amount of employees and changes in staff
aiming to improve operational efficiency;
“3.2. Motivation”, due to disclosed payroll
fund; and “4.2. Training and development”,
due to the percentage of employees with
higher education. These facts were required
for disclosure by International Accounting
Standards (IAS 19) and by Regulation on
disclosure of information by issuers of eq
uity securities, approved by the Central Bank
of Russia (No. 454-P, issued on December 30,
2014). Revealed variance partly could be
explained by the contextual factors: type of
business entity for “1.2. HRM strategy”.
Sub-categories “1.1. Corporate strategy”,
“3.1. Talent Management”, “4.2. Training
and development” and “5.1. HRM System”,
appeared the least useful for differentiation
due to high similarity of scores (Figure 5).
Asymmetry of information increased val
ue of the disclosed HR-related facts disre
garding the group, due to difference in
quality of HR disclosure in sub-categories
“2.2. Employee engagement”, “4.1. Intern
ships and induction” and “5.2. CSR & Em
ployee wellbeing” (Figure 6). Russian banks,
including national banks, were on average
more transparent in the categories “2. Com
munication & People Engagement” and
“5. Human Resource Policies & Employee
Wellbeing”, particularly in the sub-catego
ry “5.1. HR management system”.

Analysis of the content, extent and qual
ity of HR disclosure showed that category
“2. Effective Communication & People En
gagement”, in particular the sub-category
“2.2. Employee Engagement” was the least
sophisticated by the institutional environ
ment, providing freedom for differentiation.
However, there were also ideational aspects
behind this finding. Banks favoring highperformance work system with high ROA
and ROE were more transperent on this cat
egory. Similar trend represented bank 1 and
two banks favoring high-commitment work
system. While for most banks favoring highcommitment work system and high-involve
ment work system, the association was the
opposite. These examples illustrate how
asymmetry of information increases value
of the disclosed HR-related. Banks favoring
high-performance work system utilize this
category to support perception of their suc
cessful performance. While banks favoring
high-commitment work system and highinvolvement work system refer to this cat
egory to improve reputational risks associ
ated with poorer performance.

Conclusion, Discussion and Research
Limitations
The current research joins the debates on
implicit frames of reference for voluntary
HR disclosure. Such aspirational referent
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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Figure 4. HR disclosure quality (means by groups)
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standards are specific source of patterns
that help and limit firms in sharing their
HR-related information.
There are at least two important manage
rial contributions of the research. Firstly,
it illustrates specific patterns of disclosed
HR-related information with different char
acteristics of firms. For example, we ob
served patterns of negative association of
ROA with the disclosure on training and
development and employee wellbeing poli
cies. Theoretically, this association could be
explained by the long-term focus of the subcategory attribute and short-term focus of
the performance measurement. Besides, it
could be a result of striving towards better
impression: due to low performance indi
cators banks might want to create better

2

impression [Kent, Zunker, 2013; Spence,
2002]. However, discourse analysis shows
that such assosiation depends on the refer
ent system, and it could be positive in case
of preference to high-performance work
system.
Second, the research provides examples
of organizations that apply hybrid HR man
agement approach combining the required
referent standards with the preferred ones;
or mimicking the lacking referent standard.
There are also three theoretical contribu
tions. First, strategic HR management re
search domain offers four approaches to
work systems: universalistic, contingent,
configurational and contextual [Alcázar et
al., 2005]. Reference to aspirational referent
standards united positive features of all of
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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them. The findings support expectations
about the sufficiency of three aspirational
work systems, which could be used addi
tively [Lepak, Snell, 1999]. Holistic perspec
tive on work systems overcame limitations
of configurational and contingent approach
es, moving attention from HR practices to
HR philosophy [Jackson, Schuler, Jiang,
2014]. This effect was achieved by distin
guishing the actual HR system from the
aspirational one [Alvesson, 2013]. Contex
tual approach implies that institutional en
vironment creates visible barriers for select
ing the most suitable work system shift
ing to legitimate option [Suchman, 1995].
However, current empirical analysis chal
lenges this perspective, suggesting that le
gitimate standard might be rather an excuse
for revealing only part of the information.
Big share of the observed banks adopted
hybrid version of aspirational standards,
consisting of high-performance work system
and one or two additional alternatives. These
findings support existing suggestion that
companies may favor one work system, but
combine several of them [Lepak, Snell, 1999]
or blend all of them at once [Gonzalez, Ta
corante, 2004]. However, it revealed an ad
ditional reason behind such hybridization —
legitimacy. Revealed hybridization high
lighted possible bias of attribution, when
researchers refer to only quantitative or
only qualitative methods. Discursive level
of analysis revealed the application of the
uncommon words to the attributed referent
systems. It could be explained by low cogni
tive institualization [Suchman, 1995] of two
out of three work systems and thus, lower
awareness of the expected linguistic trends.
It could also be a result of the correspond
ing consulting and auditing services of the
side firms with different referent systems.
Nevertheless, despite the mismatch in titles,
the meaning behind the applied words var
ied according to expectations, marked in the
Table 1. This observation supported the
methodological decision to code for meaning
РЖМ 17 (3): 309–336 (2019)
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rather than words. It also warns against
quantitative methods based on counting ex
act terms.
Second, discourse-analytical perspec
tive on work systems helped to decode ac
tual contextual priorities in HR manage
ment, supporting debates around measuring
and reporting success in HR management
[Guest, 2011]. Any organization would ben
efit from all three strategic objectives to
stay healthy [MacIntosh, MacLean, Burns,
2007]. The first one is the exposed evidence
of health — current performance, on the
individual level associated with the employ
ees’ productivity. It suits high-performance
work system. The second one are potential
characteristics to stay healthy in the fu
ture — rare and valuable organizational
competencies and resources, requiring em
ployees’ commitment as a way to protect
investments into human capital. They suit
high-commitment work system. The third
one is resilience — ability to adapt quickly
to contextual changes, necessitating employ
ees’ involvement. It suits high-involvement
work system. By maturation of institution
al requirements, regulating authorities
strive to improve the situation in the in
dustry. However, they actually limit free
dom of choice, diminishing level of banks’
health. Moreover, institutional environment
not only motivates companies mimicking
each other, but also unintentionally pretend
to be adopters of an alien work system. As
a result, banks might confuse readership
with controversial signals, like the example
with bank 17. It refered to language and
values common for high-commitment work
system illustrating details regarding em
ployees’ education and special value of HR
for the corporate success. The reason for
such rhetoric could be a result of being a
subsidiary bank of a large European finan
cial group, due to location of the bank’s
head office in Europe — different institu
tional setting. Another example was the
lower level of HR disclosure by certain banks

Work systems as frames of reference for HR disclosure

preferring high-commitment work system.
The reason could be — underestimation of
the above mentioned transformative power
of such reports, accompanied with the high
costs and perceived as questionable impact
of the voluntary reports on the stakehold
ers’ opinion [Brown, De Jong, Lessidrenska,
2009].
Third, the research explored contextual
specificity of the universal HR referent sys
tems. Preference of a particular referent
system caused significant difference in the
content, extent and quality of HR disclosure.
Nevertheless, such variety corresponded to
overall trends in strategic HR management
research domain [Ingham, 2007; Lepak,
Snell, 1999; Monks et al., 2017]. Revealed
hybridization of work systems and limited
freedom of choice restricted group-based
comparing of HR disclosure in the selected
context, supporting only expectations regard
ing asymmetry and legitimacy of informa
tion. Banks favoring high-commitment work
system were indeed more transparent, pos
sibly because of being more protected from
mimicking. However, all of the observed
banks also adopted high-performance work
system. Analysis of the content suggested
that for organizations in Russia to be suc
cessful, they should start with the highperformance work system as the basement
for their survival. In addition, they can adopt
either high-commitment work system or
high-involvement work system, or both,
based on their strategy: innovativeness and
access to valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable
and non-substitutable resources. Legitimacy
indeed decreased value of HR disclosure ,
due to similarity in quality, extent and con
tent of disclosure of items in the sub-cate
gories controlled by the authorities: “1.2. HR
management strategy”; “3.2. Motivation”;
“4.2. Training & development”. Asymmetry
of information indeed increased value of HR
disclosure, as in category “2. Effective Com
munication & People Engagement”. At the
same time the study suggests valuable top
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ic for a further research — discursiveness
of the concepts related to engagement.
Our study has important limitations.
Important, the results should be generalized
to other contexts with caution. We revealed
several characteristics specific to the se
lected context of banks operatig in Russia.
They included hybridization of work sys
tems, limited freedom of choice due to high
level of institutional saturation for highperformance work system, institutional gaps
for high-involvement work system, and lim
iting accessibility of resources required for
high-commitment work system. Further,
distinguishing feature was banks' interest
in corporate volunteering as part of HR
managers’ tasks along with the managing
corporate holidays for employees, their fam
ilies and communities.
We also had the small sample of only
18 observations. Further studies may in
crease the sample size and explore banks
above the top 100. However, the previous
study suggested it would increase represen
tatives of banks, favoring high-performance
work system and decrease reliability of the
data [Bordunos, Kosheleva, 2015]. Adding
to the sample reports of the same banks
from other periods or countries could add
bias to the discourse analysis due to discur
siveness of related concepts. Resulted sam
ple size restricted the application of more
widely used methods of data interpretation,
as regression analysis. But increase in the
sample may deteriorate quality of the dis
course-analytical research. Further, annual
reports are not the only possible source of
HR-related facts. Other valuable sources are
codes of ethics, corporate strategy docu
ments, sustainability reports, corporate ca
reer page on the bank’s website or on the
open career web-sites, etc. Moreover, an
nual reports are too general, as they aim at
the common overview of the banks’ perfor
mance; and they face certain limitations
and requirements, which are not necessary
for the mentioned sources.
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Cистемы организации труда как референтные фреймы для раскрытия
информации о человеческих ресурсах
А. К. Бордунос, С. В. Кошелева

Институт «Высшая школа менеджмента» Санкт-Петербургского государственного
университета, Россия
Исследование посвящено проблеме кодирования и интерпретации раскрываемой информации
о человеческих ресурсах в годовых отчетах компаний на примере российских банков. Смысловая
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интерпретация предоставляемых данных зависит от референтных (эталонных) стандартов,
которые выступают в качестве идеализированной системы легитимных практик, процессов,
инициатив, ценностей и убеждений в отношении персонала. Системы управления человече
скими ресурсами, также известные как системы организации труда, рассматриваются в дан
ной работе в роли таких референтных стандартов. Анализируется связь между типами систем
организации труда и предпочтениями в выборе и реализации практик управления человече
скими ресурсами на основе анализа содержания, количества и качества раскрываемых фак
тов о персонале в годовых отчетах 18 ведущих банков России в 2016 г. Кроме того, обосно
вываются причины, ограничения и возможности выбора конкретной системы организации
труда и разнообразия в предоставлении информации о человеческих ресурсах. Дизайн ис
следования опирается на тематический и содержательный анализ при сравнении сложив
шихся систем организации труда с эталонными стандартами, предложенными в работах по
стратегическому управлению человеческими ресурсами.
Ключевые слова: годовой отчет, дискурс-анализ, система организации труда, производитель
ность труда, приверженность персонала, вовлеченность персонала, управление человечески
ми ресурсами.
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